
Designing and creating objects and spaces since 2001.

X Central St Martins.

Currently - I’m heading an impactful startup called BioTwin, focused on 
revolutionizing the construction industry’s carbon footprint. Our mission 
involves developing zero-carbon materials using plant-based biomass and 
innovative binders. We’ve initiated R&D through a government grant, ex-
panding into European and Middle Eastern markets. Prototypes are antici-
pated later this year.

Background - is rooted in design and manufacturing, which paved the way 
for BioTwin. Despite my role here, I’m deeply involved in daily design and 
production. I’ve crafted furniture, joinery, interiors, and more for renowned 
names like Liberty, Harrods, Heals, and Battersea Power Station, even re-
ceiving awards for furniture design. My experience ranges from bespoke 
luxury pieces to mass production and hospitality in collaboration with both 
small workshops and large factories.

Sustainability - From owning my factory, managing teams, and creating 
objects myself, I embarked on a quest for innovative solutions. My dyslexia 
spurred me to seek impactful change, leading me to the creation of mate-
rials with genuine stories. Sustainable design has become a core skill, where 
I’ve delved into Life Cycle Assessments, Environmental Product Declara-
tions, and supply chain intricacies, influencing my design philosophy.

Asks - I offer my expertise on a contract basis, spanning design develop-
ment, factory collaboration, client interaction, and holistic project manage-
ment, including sustainability. Having delivered numerous projects from 
concept to completion, I bring a unique perspective to the table.

Flexibility is key, and while I embrace diverse opportunities, mutual respect 
for my background and current venture is vital. My daily rate is negotiable 
upon request.

Feel free to reach out at 00447803967845 or me@matthewelton.co

Explore my work at www.matthewelton.co, www.studio-hygger.com, and 
www.biotwin.co.uk.

MATTHEW ELTON
Designer - Innovator - Consultant



Client
Inception Group/Nebular Projects/Ellis Design Studio

Project Scope
Design Consultant

Location
Battersea Power Station

Completed
2022

I was contracted by Nebula Projects to re design and develop the Control 
Room B bar. The design had a few issues with passing heritage rules. I 
suggested the use of steel and re designed the entire bar in steel to be 
modular and assembled on site.
My understanding of fabrication, metal, wood and hospitality meant that I 
could reach out to all my network of suppliers to achieve a high end finish 
in a short space of time.

Scope - to supply working drawings of new bar design for multiple 
contractors.
Renders illustrating new changes for lead designers approval.
All manufacture drawings.
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Back bar with changes to risers, extra arches
and LED detail
Including alteration to base back bar counter
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Curved end to have cantilevered supports. Welded
in two halves with stabiliser ends. To provide
maximum flexibility for under counter units as
possible.
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Additonal arches and middle arch to run to counter
top.
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Arch support with LED profile to counter top
made with 25x50 b0x and 25x25x3 angle handed
on face.
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